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The Traverse of Kangde Shar
Lindsay Griffin

' ... Even today, the adventurous traveller in Nepal cannot fail to be impressed by
the simple honesty and generous hospitality of the mountain folk.' On the 18th
October 1978, there were two travellers who felt that the little guidebook they
held in their hands was sorely in need ofan appendix. Shattering though it was to
realise that vital hill food and valuable articles of clothing and film were missing
from the 'sealed' porter loads, our feelings of anger quickly turned to despair as
we uncoiled the remaining 95ft ofclimbing rope and looked aghast at the cut and
frayed ends.

For the past 14 days we had waged a continuous struggle to maintain a
semi-harmonious relationship with our sirdar as he attempted to fiddle the
accounts and generally encourage the astonishing rip-off imposed upon us by the
local populace. Since the desertion of his two 'scrupulously reliable' porters we
had fallen even further behind our already over-tight schedule and, to top it all,
the current rumour on the trail was of the wealth of the gigantic Japanese
expedition currently moving up to the foot of 'our' face.

Even as a guide, Mingma was little better. Any snowy hummock that
surrealistically appeared through a brief rent in the unremitting cloud was
enthusiastically pointed out to be Ama Dablam. A plausible excuse for such an
error would be hard to find as Mingma had spent all of his thirty-three years
living in Khumjung - the largest sherpa settlement in the shadow of Ama
Dablam!

There is growing awareness of the pitfalls caused by the overwhelming increase
in lavishly organised trekking parties since the early seventies. Local com
munities rely on trade and are far from self-sufficient. With rapid inflation, even
the basic necessities are becoming too expensive for the village dweller and the
number of incidents of theft form exponentially increasing statistics. \Vas
M ingma one of these or was he just totally ineffective in his role as guardian ofour
money, morale and equipment?

This is the Sola Khumbu where everything has a price; where one can buy
commodities found nowhere else in Nepal; where unused double boots and
freeze-dried meals lie alongside Tibetan trinkets and monastic antiques in the
flourishing 'co-operati\'es' of Namche Bazar; a land of conflicting interests, of
contrasting memories, ofdiamonds and rust.

'Roger!' A wildly oscillating branch of the man-eating rhododendron bush
about ten yards ahead, ga\'e me direction. By the time ofour departure from the
last outpost of civilisation, Pare (a one Yak town IOkm west of Namche),
relationships had become severely strained and Mingma had sloped off early to

ensure that we became totally lost amongst the tangled creeping morass ofdense
hillside jungle. Experiencing enormous difficulty in availing ourselves of any
manpower to carry loads further than l'\amche, we'd been forced to idle away
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precious time recalling the inventiveness of other expeditions in similar circum
stances. The most original concerned a French expedition in Afghanistan, who,
in a flash of genius born almost certainly out of sheer despair, had purchased a
small herd of sheep and driven the whole flock - individually loaded - up to
their base camp, solving the problem of return wages by gorging fresh mutton for
the next three weeks!

Fortunately, as sheep are non-existent and Yak expensive, our present duo
were persuaded to continue in their porterage and were duly despatched en route
while we were waylaid by the hierarchy in the Namche police force. M uch to our
relief they informed us that the Japanese were presently attempting the opposite
and easier side of Kangde. Passports and permits were carefully scrutinised and
details recorded in a most efficient manner, a far cry from the remote check-point
in North East Afghanistan where ayear ago I had been subject to grave suspicion
from the Commissar as he tried to compare the photograph with the haggard
visage in front of him - a problem only slightly alleviated by the discovery that
he was examining my passport upside-down.

In two short, frustrating days we reached the bleak and soggy site of base camp
just below the snowline at a height of4600m. Although officially required to man
our 'base', this elaborate complex consisted of a single two-man tent. Antici
pating a rather lengthy spell in isolation and confessing his reluctance to become
yeti fodder, Mingma insisted that he went down to Khumjung, returning in ten
days' time to help break camp. For once I don't remember arguing.

Aspiring Messners can take o/nrom this height with little or no effect on their
physiology. We were, however, prepared to bend the rules somewhat by prospect
ing the initial easy section of the face and dumping half our gear as high as
possible. After the long awaited yet disappointing rest day, enclosed in a cold mist
that precluded any attempt to wash the only pair of underpants, we ploughed a
rather erratic and profound furrow towards the base of the N ridge rising gently
fi'om the Kangde Shar glacier.

Optimism increased as we crossed the base of the ridge and found we could
continue easily up the edge of the glacier, which at this point appeared to be a
large boulder-fie1d partially submerged in an ocean of white tranquillity. I
plodded up to below a point where the ridge bent to the left and took a sharp
increase in gradient. A conspicuous overhanging boulder seemed a good place to
leave the gear and by late afternoon we were back at the tent. Roger was
apparently not feeling his usual one hundred and twenty per cent and I still had a
few chapters of ' the Magus' to finish, so our final departure was delayed another
day.

October 22nd: Roger with infinite wisdom and characteristic foresight decided
to take his money and documents with him. I, being a devout follower of the old
Spanish proverb 'Even a straw is heavy on a long journey', hid mine in the dark
confines of the moraine boulders, 20m or so from the tent. Carrying 700 rupees,
mostly in single rupee notes gives one the feeling ofa T.Y. gangster going to payoff
a 'contract'. After all we had to come back this way,...

Continuing past our loads for several hundred yards we pitched camp on the
steepening slopes in the upper corner of the glacier arm and skeltered down for
the evening as a temperature inversion trapped cloud in the valley floor.
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'Hey look at that sunset on Makalu.' A vast pyramid with a glowing pink spear
of granite - the west ridge - displayed its prowess over the eastern skyline.
From Menlungtse through Cho-Oyu to Everest the snows were aflame. 'Gonna
be great weather tomorrow!'

The mist lapped against the tent walls and snow fell throughout an in
creasingly boring two days, providing enforced but beneficial acclimatisation.
When Kantega poked her sleepy head above the fleecy blankets of cloud on the
morning of the 25th, I could see clearly for the first time the thousand metre
concavity leading to our summit. The f1utings to the left seemed to offer the best
line of approach towards the difficulties of the upper ridge and an initial pitch of
very steep but bottomless snow seemed to set the tone. Granite, where tackled,
was ofexcellent quality, which I expect is common to most outliers in the Everest
cirque. Progress, when made, could best be described by that ambiguous word
'mixed'; a statement often coined to cover circumstances when one cannot decide
what, how or even why one is climbing.

'I'm beginning to think that whoever cut our rope must have been clairvoyant.
Ninety feet is about as much as I can manage in one go!' I slid down another
metre, cursed, then thrashed back up again. Almost immediately the process was
repeated. A good bivouac site appeared on the left about an hour before dark with
the top of the ridge appearing to be deceptively close. There was even some
suggestion of a quick dash to the summit and an attempted moonlight return,
minding the ever unpredictability of the weather. A huge joke; on the following
day the never ending crest took all our available daylight hours.

Then followed smooth slabs with their ubiquitous covering of powder snow,
little excursions onto the N face to try and poke peg runners into disappearing
cracks, more like Scottish Buttress Stuff than summer Alpine Climbing. One
difficult pitch, I remember, took a long time, compressing clumps of snow
tenuously adhering to the featureless granite before swimming onto the upper
slope. A shower ofsparks showed me Roger was perfecting a different technique.

'Had to clear it all away and front point the granite.' 6.30 p.m. A western roll
over the summit ridge in the dusk, surprised to find the crest so sharp then
realising it was separated from the glacier 150m below by a 50° ice face. A biting
south-westerly sped our descent down perfectly consolidated ice - the most
enjoyable climbing on the route! A shallow hollow at the base of the wall- but no
real shelter.

'If one of us lay inside the tent to hold it down while the other .. .' I
magnanimously volunteered for this task but was beaten by an agile Everett.
Removing a glove to tame the savage tent produced a touch offrostnip and later
the resulting brown stain on the finger tips gave me the appearance of a 'fifty-a
day' man.

In the cool dawn it became obvious that our short rope and four pegs were
totally inadequate for descent, much of it by abseil down the ridge. Yet the
expected line of camps, well stocked with Japanese goodies and linked by fixed
ropes, facilitating our descent of the south face, was far from apparent.

Squeezed between two retaining ridges, the south face is a complex jumble of
glacier, icefall and crevasse dropping nearly 2000m to the valley floor. It is also
very hot! Soon my leader collapsed in the deep sun-softened snow. This is usually
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a sign that the front man has had enough of the ploughing purgatory and awaits
to be overtaken by the unfortunate second who will heroically shoulder the
burden of trail blazing. Experience has shown that this eventuality can generally
be forestalled if the second performs a similar act of despair a full rope length's
distance and then plays the waiting game. My part in this repertoire was all too
easy to play. I seemed to be suffering from that famous ailment that Mr. Tilman
once called 'mountaineer's foot' - an inability to put one foot in front of the

other.
The slopes steepened and some strongly familiar markings appeared in the

snow.
'Ski tracks?'
Boastmg conSiderably more skiing experience (one wet week in Scotland),

Roger assured me that they were and that this simply added confirmation to the
rumour that any self-respecting Japanese expedition would nowadays ski down
their mountain. \'\'e followed the 'piste' for a considerable distance, the trace
becoming more and more erratic, finally splitting in two above a large icefall. Of
the various possibilities, the macabre was dismi'ssed and my original suspicion of
wind ripples adopted.

Across the valley the rather uninspiring sight ofKeryolung exhibited an aspect
that led one to wonder the reason for its continuing inaccessibility. The eye
however was constantly persuaded to follow the seductive curves and provocative
cornice formations on the superb N ridge of Number.

Towards the end of the day the slopes eased and bent round to the right. There
below lay the flat hospitable surface of the lower glacier rambling gently
southwards to feed the twinkling gem of a small partially frozen lake and
suggestive of pleasant glades and greener pastures that might conceivably be
beyond.

Roger leapt up and down with delight. 'Look!' he pointed, spluttering with
enthusiasm. Following his arm I could just make out in the distance a faint
perforation in the snow, liberally marked with willow wands and leading from the
base of the long south-west ridge across the glacier and over the terminal moraine
on our left. The only problem seemed to be a smooth vertical rock wall spreading
the width of the glacier. Crafty outflanking manoeuvres came to naught and the
inevitable acceptance and execution of forty-five foot abseils ensued.

I t was very cold and dark when we perched precariously in slings from an even
more precariously placed peg above what seemed to be a sheer and deep drop.
Roger was trying to pull a very stiff rope and kept mumbling something about the
mechanics ofexpanding flakes. When I finally launched off, teeth chattering and
heart thumping in unison, it came as a considerable shock to be brought to an
abrupt halt only 3m below by the ground! Leaving the mess for the morning we
fell down a few hundred metres ofsnow and stamped out a platform.

Wrestling with the gastronomic delights of protoveg, mashed spud and
'instant' cheese sauce, I reflected that, as in travelling, meals assume paramount
importance in the scheme of things. One tends to climb from meal to meal rather
than from place to place and usually within half-an-hour ofleaving one bivi I'm
constantly relishing the thought of settling in to the next, with the warmth of
down and the blend oftea and tobacco soothing away thoughts ofpast and future.
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Tonight had special nostalgia - the last of the food. A snoring Everett was
woken, fed and returned to that enviable state safe in the knowledge that his post
of 'breakfast chef had just been made redundant.

October 28th was a very diflerent day. Total cloud cover and a considerable
rise in temperature could mean only one thing. It took a long time to reach the
willow wands - the eerie silence of the day occasionally broken by the rumblings
from Roger's stomach. I stopped to remove a little clothing and when we again
met he was warming his hands over a smouldering juniper bush, the smoke
blackening a white tarpaulin that formed the ceiling to an extensive and
apparently well equipped kitchen. One corner was supported by a spindly pole
bearing the tattered colours ofa 'Rising Sun.'

Employing British tact and reserve, gentle hints were dropped in the direction
of food. Our words fell on stony ground for a full 15 minutes until Roger lost
patience and tried a direct frontal attack. The response, although not enthusi
astic, produced a huge cauldron of water and we settled down to await the
standard Buddhist repast of boiled spuds and chilli sauce.

'Where are the Japanese and their Sherpa team?'
'Still upside Sahib.'
'On the mountain? Funny, we never saw them.'
Ang Tsering, the head cook had been left in control of the camp. He looked a

mere boy and surprised us by saying his second wife had just given birth to their
third child! He had greeted our unexpected arrival with nonchalant disinterest.
The incident that followed, where three porters returning [i'om 'downside' with
branches ofknarled kindling wood came and sat silently by the fire paying us no
attention at all, illustrated the totally uninquisitive nature of the local folk.

With appetites only partially sated and knowledge that the next intake would
be a good two days away we stumbled down over rounded rock and tricky tal us.
Each time I stopped for a rest, an occurrence which at this stage happened far too
frequently, I was verbally reminded of the diminishing time before the pre
arranged 'blast-off from Shyangboche airstrip and the equally diminishing size
ofour stomachs.

That night was spent under a boulder in the Lumding Valley, a little below the
start of a vague path creeping up the hillside towards the fifteen thousand feet
Lumding La, the gateway to Salvation, the Dudh Kosi and food in that order. We
never made it. All night it snowed. All next day as we struggled to the pass it
snowed. In retrospect we were amazingly lucky to find it and equally stupid to
continue as far as we did in zero visibility and increasing avalanche danger. A
trifle exhausted and soaked to the skin we re-crossed the pass. I have never seen
such a quantity of snow fall in such short a time. Arriving back in the dusk we
waded rather aimlessly along the valley floor looking for hidden Yak huts or some
other she! ter.

'Is that some smoke over there behind that clump of trees?'
'Can't be surely"
'Hang on - I'll go and have a look.' My entry to the little hut was dramatic.

Hit by a wave of dense wood smoke and tripping over a log I sprawled a choking
wreck into the arms ofa flabbergasted group ofJapanese. The rest of the night
was spent roasting our clothes and toasting our toes over the roaring fire, content
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to 'feed' on the conversation and 'digest' their experiences ofstorm and eventual
escape from the 'clutches ofthe mountain!' Food it appeared was not on the menu
tonight, though they did mention breakfast!

An escape was hurriedly planned next day via a distant and somewhat lower
pass - the only other exit from this imprisoned hanging valley. Employing the
ruse of incompetently packing and re-packing our sacks until an impatient team
set off in front, we ensured our non-participation in the inevitable and strenuous
trail breaking. The trench formed by so large a number proved a veritable
highway but we were unable to keep pace. At the Moro la, a gap we could never
have found by ourselves, the vista of Lukla and its suburbs 300m below was
obviously too much for Roger. Pointing his stomach downhill he disappeared
rapidly from view only coming to a halt when surrounded by cups of tea and large
plates of roasted chappatti.

That evening and the following day did much to restore belief in my little
guidebook. I was left to accompany Sange the sirdar to the house of a relation
(one in every village!) where we were regaled with bowl upon bowl of vegetable
chow chow - a spicy and popular Tibetan noodle dish - washed down with an
unceasing flow of chang.

Chang, the unstrained rice beer of Nepal, unlike its clear and more potent
namesake in India, bears the consistency of rather watery porridge and slides
down the throat just as easily. Noisy drunken dancing is a speciality of the sherpa
community but they seemed remarkably tolerant to the antics of an aspiring
foreigner.

The dreaded grind back up to Namche turned into a chai and chang house
crawl- legs effortlessly rotating three feet above the path and head a good deal
higher. Almost from nowhere a woman would appear and thrust a handful of
guava fruit upon me. Even the kids with their grubby outstretched hands and
raucous shouts of 'one rupee baksheesh meester', seemed to be absent.

'I'm beginning to think that our experiences with Mingma might be the
exception rather than the rule.'

'Do you think he ever left home.' It was now four days after our appointed
rendezvous. The cynical mind mused for a while then replied jokingly.

'My guess is that Mingma came up to base, concluded that we were dead
thought 'goody' plunder! And took all the loot down to Khumjung for profitable
resale.'

We little realised that for once Roger had been blessed with divine powers of
thought.

On the following morning while staggering up to check the flight booked for
later that day, Roger stumbled across a rather irate Mingma en route to the police
post to report our disappearance. While he and a few colleagues had miracu
lously carried down the majority ofour gear and, despite the enormous charge for
this service, risen many hundreds of points in our estimation, I realised my
passport and only means ofescape still lay in its snowy grave.

Roger as the Americans would say, 'had a gut feeling' and spent the next two
days confined to the seclusion of the surrounding landscape, punctuated by
frequent bursts to the wooden shack of the Airport booking office where he was
attempting to bribe his way on to the first available spare seat.
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I left him to pursue this unfortunate occurrence at Shyangboche airstrip where
the problem was heightened by a lack of large boulders and an enormous
quantity of clothing, climbing gear and harness worn under a waterproof suit in
order to bring the accompanied baggage down to an acceptable fifteen kilos.

The following three days proved the greatest trial. A complete loss of energy
and path left me crawling on hands and knees through the snow trying to control
a spinning head. t\'1y eventual demise was completed by being slung O\'er a Yak,
cowboy-style and transported back to civilisation clutching a very soggy passport
after an inadvertent 'black-out' on the lower slopes.

'We managed to fly your friend out yesterday.'
'Any chance of, er ... )'
'Maybe you come back next week. Yes?'
At this point things could only improve and so it was that with the help of

Karen, the ~ew Zealand Aid project and a continuous supply ofgigantic meals I
was shepherded, together with the remaining 3S kilos of gear, down the path to
that underlying cause of much of the current local problem, the Hillary built
grass airstrip at Lukla.

The atmosphere here must closely resemble that of the evacuation from
Dunkirk. Refugees sit around tensely constructing pleasant platitudes and
keeping one ear alert for the sound ofa Twin Otter'. The superficial friendliness
fast dissol\ 'as each jostles with his neighbour towards the front of the queue to
ensure that he or she is not left to endure another day. Some have spent ten days
waiting and the resounding cheer that follows the horrific nose-dive off the
runway precedes a lengthy period of intense silence. Although romantics might
think that those aboard were experiencing a time of reflection and even sadness,
I'm sure their thoughts, like mine were firmly set on the sweet and sour water
buffalo and chocolate gateau readily available in downtown Kathmandu.
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